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There were 6 questions about PCC activities and events mostly targeted to organizing conferences.

We received 14 answers from 12 countries.
About PCC activities and events

The conferences have contributed to the fulfilment of its main purpose

The conferences have contributed to the fulfilment of its mission
PCC presidency shall continue to organise conferences

- Yes: 79%
- No: 21%
What kind of events are expected

Conference with CV partners and wide range of topics

Conference with EU members only

Least important :::: More important
What kind of events are expected

Workshop dedicated to a specific topic

Workshop dedicated to a specific topic organised together with non-EU countries
Most beneficial improvements

- More active participation in EU bodies dealing with Cadastre / Land Registry issues
- Allowing thus participation for non-EU countries, as wide participation as possible is to be preferred
- Conferences/workshops dedicated to a specific topics, but at a lower frequency
- Continuation of the CV conferences
The amendment of the Statutes

Conferences are important activities of PCC and need to be stressed in the Statutes.
Thank you!
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